Jervell and Lange-Nielsen syndrome in cochlear implanted patients: our experience and a review of literature.
To share our experience in cochlear implanted patients with Jervell and Lange-Nielsen syndrome (JLNS), to review the literature results and to disclose precautions which have to be taken dealing with these patients. Electrocardiograms (ECG) of 503 children with congenital bilateral profound hearing loss which were cochlear implanted in cochlear implant center of a tertiary hospital were evaluated for long QT syndrome. Clinical reports of the patients with JLNS were evaluated and a review of literature performed. The prevalence of disease was 0.79% (four cases) in our center which is in the range of literature reports (0-2.6%). None of our patients had a history of syncopal attack. Two patients (50%) were born from parents with consanguineous marriage. Considering all precautions their cochlear implant surgeries were done uneventfully. A review of the literature has identified sixteen reports on cochlear implantation in a total of 38 children with JLNS. Similar to our cases none of the authors reported cardiac events during device switch-on. Nine available reports about the outcome of cochlear implantation in these patients indicated good auditory outcome. It is recommended that all congenitally deaf patients have an ECG taken as a part of the evaluation. As auditory stimuli is reported to be a specific trigger, it is prudent to activate the processor with continuous heart monitoring even though there is no reported cardiac event during device switch-on. Cochlear implantation can be performed relatively safely in these patients if necessary precautions have been taken appropriately and their auditory outcome is good. Triggers of the cardiac events should be avoided throughout their life.